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ABSTRACT: In the past few years, magnetoelectronics has emerged as a prom-
ising new platform technology in various biosensors for detection, identification, 
localisation and manipulation of a wide spectrum of biological, physical and 
chemical agents. The methods are based on the exposure of the magnetic field of 
a magnetically labelled biomolecule interacting with a complementary biomole-
cule bound to a magnetic field sensor. This Review presents various schemes of 
magnetic biosensor techniques from both simulation and modelling as well as 
analytical and numerical analysis points of view, and the performance variations 
under magnetic fields at steady and nonstationary states. This is followed by 
magnetic sensors modelling and simulations using advanced Multiphysics mod-
elling software (e.g. Finite Element Method (FEM) etc.) and home-made devel-
oped tools. Furthermore, outlook and future directions of modelling and simula-
tions of magnetic biosensors in different technologies and materials are critically 
discussed. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, an enormous surge of works has been carried out to develop new methods for detection of a wide range 
of biomolecular targets in life-science applications, medical diagnostics, and pharmaceutical discovery. Development of 
high-speed, reliable, accurate and high-resolution biosensing platforms continues to be driven by the huge market poten-
tial for bio-detection systems.(Blohm and Guiseppi-Elie 2001; Chin et al. 2007; Enserink 2001; Prinz 1998) Recent re-
search works focusing on magnetic sensors and nanoparticles with applications in biomedicine and their detection by 
magnetic sensors underpin these efforts. For example, magnetic nanoparticle based hyperthermia treatment, guided drug 
delivery and the use of magnetic particles as MRI contrast agents are examples of highly successful research and clinical 
methods. Among the various biosensors, the magnetic biosensors have attracted more attentions because of their remark-
able advantages. For example, when compared to fluorescent based methods, magnetic biosensors have four advantages. 
First, magnetic probes are more stable over time in culture and can be used for long term labeling assays. Fluorescent 
tags are chemical compounds that can lose integrity as a function of time; this is not the case with magnetic nanotags. 
This property can prove advantageous for long term labelling assays during tissue and organ fabrication. Second, mag-
netic materials do not lead to background noise effects, which do occur with fluorescently labelled samples. Background 
fluorescence is a common phenomenon in biological samples and is due to the inherent properties of the tissue. Third, 
application of controlled magnetic fields on the external surface provides a mechanism for remotely measuring and regu-
lating the biological environment. And finally, the sensitivity of magnetic assays has been shown to be greater than fluo-
rescent assays. The high sensitivity allows detection at significantly lower protein concentrations, compared with fluo-
rescent based techniques.(Birla 2016) Computer aided modelling and simulation towards optimal design of biosensing 
systems has proven their feasible functionality and reliable performance.(Nabaei 2014) Simulation enables product com-
parison in a range of complex physiological environments. Therefore, prototype fabrication cost will be decreased due to 
optimum design of the material and instrument. However, computational modelling is not always a straightforward ap-
proach and it is accompanying with major challenges that may hamper the development of new concepts. Despite con-
siderable advances in computing systems and methodologies in the last decade, modelling and simulation has not yet 
 fully realized the potential and opportunities afforded by different technologies, and this has kept modelling from achiev-
ing its fullest potential in modelling complex and very large-scale systems.  
Additional aspect is uncertainty. Models are necessarily approximate representations of real systems. There are always 
inherent uncertainties in the data used to create the model, as well as the behaviours and processes defined within the 
model itself. It is critical to understand and manage these uncertainties in any modelling approach. Modelling of magnet-
ic biosensing systems are not exceptional from these difficulties. A specific challenge in this area is the need to consider 
a wide array of relevant physical phenomena in the system. For instance, in the modelling of Hall sensor response to a 
localized magnetic field produced by a magnetic tip with bias voltage, a strong effect due to capacitive coupling between 
the tip and the sensor arises.(Heidari et al. 2015) This perturbing effect appears in the measurements and it should be 
modelled to reach a more realistic and valuable simulation result.(Heidari et al. 2013; Nabaei et al. 2013) Another main 
challenge is the scale of the system to be modelled and consequently the run time of the simulation work. For example, 
in finite element method (FEM) based modelling for a good trade-off between accuracy and simulation run time, the 
meshed structures of the sample should contain a sufficient number of points. Smaller meshing dimensions and higher 
number of points increase the accuracy of the simulation results, but would require more central processing unit (CPU) 
time and longer execution. One of the recent and effective techniques which have been used to overcome to this problem 
is General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) that uses a GPU, which typically handles compu-
tation only for computer graphics, to perform computation in applications traditionally handled by the CPU.  
Different groups have worked on magnetic biosensors review, as instance, one group has focused on magnetic imped-
ance biosensors.(Wang et al. 2017) They have first introduced the magnetoimpedance effect in some soft ferromagnetic 
devices, and then they have reviewed the detection of magnetic ferrofluid, magnetic beads, magnetically labeled bioana-
lytes and biomagnetic fields of living systems. Finally, some strategies have been proposed for design of the high-
performance magnetoimpedance biosensor, for quantitative and ultrasensitive detection of magnetically labeled biomole-
cules. Another team have reviewed three types of biosensors including magnetic relaxation switch assay-sensors, which 
are based on the effects magnetic particles exert on water proton relaxation rates, magnetic particle relaxation sensors, 
which determine the relaxation of the magnetic moment within the magnetic particle, magnetoresistive sensors, which 
detect the presence of magnetic particles on the surface of electronic devices.(Sagadevan and Periasamy 2014) Nano-
scaled biosensors trends and their applications have been reviewed in another work.(Koh and Josephson 2009) In this 
study, the attention has been mainly focused on nanostructured materials, nano-particles, carbon nanotubes, and biologi-
cal nanomaterial based biosensing devices. 
This review presents an overview of magnetic biosensor modelling and simulation which have been developed in the 
past 10 years, focusing on their mathematical models and solution methodology (such as analytical and numerical). The 
applied model’s strengths and weaknesses are highlighted and the used competence of different modelling software, in-
cluding commercial (i.e. Multiphysics modelling software) and home-made, are discussed. The objectives of this survey 
paper on magnetic biosensor modelling are threefold: (1) to address effective and competent magnetic biosensor model-
ling approaches; (2) to discuss challenges and difficulties in this area and propose possible solutions to overcome these 
 
Figure 1. Graphical overview of this review. 
 challenges, (3) to introduce performed experimental works on magnetic biosensor which have not applied any model, 
and propose modelling and simulation studies that can be developed to enhance understanding and interpretation of the 
obtained results and optimization of the system.  
2. Magnetic Biosensors  
This section reviews various representative low-magnetic field sensors and presents a brief overview of the different 
techniques and mechanisms as well as major results obtained so far in the development and application of these sensors.  
Magnetoresistance Device. In 1857, William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) first reported the anisotropic magnetoresistance 
(AMR) effect, observing that when iron was subjected to a magnetic field there was a 0.033% increase in its electrical 
resistance.(Thomson 1856) This very subtle effect is the result of the variation of electron mean free path as a function of 
the angle of the electron velocity with respect to material magnetization. The sensitivity of magnetoresistive (MR) mate-
rials is expressed as the change in resistance divided by the minimum resistance (MR ratio). 
Giant Magnetoresistance Coupled Multilayer. The giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect happens in a multi-layer 
structure in which magnetic and non-magnetic thin films are deposited alternately. When there is no external magnetic 
 
Figure 2. (A) Schematic diagram of a current in plane GMR structure: magnetization of all ferromagnetic layers is coupled oppositely 
(high resistance state). (B) and (C) magnetization of all ferromagnetic layers are saturated in one direction by an external field (low re-
sistance states). Schematic representation of a magnetic biosensor: (D) a superparamagnetic bead functionalized with a receptor molecule 
hybridize to the target molecule attached onto the sensor surface; (E) An external field align the magnetic moment of the bead and the 
magnetic stray field can be detected by the GMR sensor 9. Schematic diagram of the spin-valve structure and operation of current per-
pendicular to the plane of GMR spin-valve at (F) parallel (low resistance) state and (G) antiparallel (high resistance) state. (H) Simula-
tions and measured MR response of PSV ring. Micromagnetic simulations (using OOMMF) show magnetization states of a 2 µm PSV 
ring with 200 nm line width as the Py layer is cycled from reverse onion (H1) to forward onion state (H2) and back, as indicated by the 
arrows. MR measurements on an actual microfabricated ring confirm that the reverse onion state of the Co layer remains largely undis-
turbed during the cycling, giving rise to minimum (H1) and maximum (H2) MR levels. The plateaus correspond to vortex states (H3) in 
the Py layer obtained on the ascending and descending field sweeps 17. Results of bead detection: (J) Schematic showing the induced 
dipole field from a single magnetic bead partially cancelling the externally applied field over the ring. (K) Minor hysteresis loops of the 4 𝜇m PSV ring taken in both presence (red open circles) and absence (black solid squares) of the bead after saturating the ring at −1500 
Oe17. Reprinted with permissions. 
 field, the magnetization of all ferromagnetic layers is coupled to their neighbours oppositely. At this state, electron spins 
with both orientations are in low conductance spin channels due to the spin collision at the interfaces between ferromag-
netic and non-magnetic layers. This state is called the high resistance state (Figure 2A). When we apply an external 
magnetic field, all the ferromagnetic layer’s magnetization is saturated in the field direction. At this state, the electron 
spins with the orientation in the same direction as the external magnetic field do not have spin collisions at the interfaces, 
thus they are in a high conductance spin channel. This state is called the low resistance state (Figure 2B and 2C). 
Since the GMR systems are able to sense very low magnetic fields, the potential of GMR for magnetic bead detection 
was realized and led to development of magnetic biosensor for life science applications. GMR effect was first described 
independently by Baibich et al. and Binasch et al. through the study of magnetic properties of magnetic and nonmagnetic 
metal thin film multilayers.(Baibich et al. 1988; Binasch et al. 1989) Baselt et al. described a new concept in biological 
labelling and magnetic sensor detection based on GMR sensors.(Baselt et al. 1998)  
They introduced a semiconductor-based multilayer GMR sensor chip, which came to be known as the bead array counter 
chip that detects local in-plane magnetic fields produced by paramagnetic microbeads immobilized directly above the 
sensor surface during antibody–antigen binding assays. Other investigators have also followed Baselt’s initial approach 
with other GMR sensor devices.(Reiss et al. 2005; Schotter et al. 2002; Schotter et al. 2004) The principle detection is 
shown in Figure 2D and 2E. Specific antigens are immobilized on the sensor surface. Superparamagnetic nanoparticles 
or beads, which are specifically attached to a target antibody, are used for detection. In a washing step, unbound magnet-
ic beads are removed and beads bound to antigen molecules are measured. The superparamagnetic nature of the beads 
allows to switch on their magnetic stray field by a homogeneous external magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the 
sensor surface (Figure 2E). Hence, the stray field components of the magnetic markers within the sensitive sensor area 
can be detected by a drop in the electrical resistance of the GMR sensor. For an optimum bead detection, GMR sensors 
with isotropic signals and high sensitivities are needed.  
Li et al. developed a GMR system that can detect interleukin-6 (IL-6), a potential cancer biomarker, in unprocessed hu-
man serum.(Li et al. 2010) The GMR sensor was first functionalized with capture antibodies. In the presence of IL-6, a 
sandwich with detection antibodies labelled magnetic nanoparticles was formed. Subsequently, dipole field generated by 
the particles captured on the sensor surface was detected. This method offers IL-6 detection down to 125 fM within 5 
min. The assay only requires 4 µL of serum sample for analysis, and the near 0° magnetization design of the GMR sen-
sor eliminates the need for a high magnetic field. Collectively, this system has a great potential for a point-of-care de-
vice.  
Some more recent works have also demonstrated that the GMR sensors are promising candidates for biomedical applica-
tions (Ennen et al. 2016; Rizzi et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2016) A CMOS front-end with integrated magnetoresistive sensors 
for biomolecular recognition detection applications have been reported.(Costa et al. 2017) Characterization of the GMR 
sensor’s signal and noise has shown CMOS building blocks were designed targeting a negligible noise when compared 
with the GMR sensor’s noise and a low power consumption. The CMOS front-end was fabricated using the magnetore-
sistive sensors were post-fabricated on top of the CMOS chip with high yield. Due to its low circuit noise and overall 
equivalent magnetic noise, the full system was able to detect 250 nm magnetic nanoparticles with a circuit imposed sig-
nal-to-noise ratio degradation of only −1.4 dB. Furthermore, the low power consumption (6.5 mW) and small dimen-
sions (7.59 mm2) of the presented solution guarantees the portability of the detection system allowing its usage at the 
point-of-care. A simple and sensitive method for the detection of influenza A virus based on giant magnetoresistance 
(GMR) biosensor has been developed in another work.(Krishna et al. 2016) Authors have demonstrated GMR biosensor 
detected as low as 1.5 × 102 TCID50/mL virus and the signal intensity increased with increasing concentration of virus up 
to 1.0 × 105 TCID50/mL. This study has shown that the GMR biosensor assay is relevant for diagnostic application since 
the virus concentration in nasal samples of influenza virus infected swine was reported to be in the range of 103 to 105 
TCID50/mL. Another group systematically investigated time-domain Magnetorelaxometry (MRX) by measuring the sig-
nal dependence on the applied field, magnetization time, and magnetic core size.(Huang et al. 2017) MRX is a promising 
new biosensing technique for point-of-care diagnostics. The extracted characteristic times varied for different magnetic 
magnetic nano-particles (MNPs), exhibiting unique magnetic signatures. The signal contribution based on the MNP lo-
cation and correlated the coverage with measured signal amplitude has been also measured. Lastly, the authors demon-
strated, for the first time, a GMR-based time-domain MRX bioassay. This approach validates the feasibility of immuno-
assays using GMR-based MRX and provides an alternative platform for point-of-care diagnostics. 
 Spin Valves. Another type of GMR effect occurs when the current is perpendicular to the film plane. This forms the ba-
sis of the so-called GMR spin-valve, which was first described by Dieny et al.(Dieny et al. 1991) It normally contains 
three main layers. A pinned layer, whose magnetization does not change with the external field, is normally pinned by an 
antiferromagnetic substrate, and a free layer works as a switch of the spin-valve (Figure 2F and 2G). The magnetic mate-
rials could be Ni, Co and Fe. A non-magnetic conducting layer such as Cr, Cu, Ru, or Ag separates the pinned and free 
layers.(Baibich et al. 1988; Pratt et al. 1991) When the free layer is parallel to the pinned layer the electrons, whose spins 
have the same orientation with the layers travel in a wide spin channel whereas the oppositely oriented electron spins 
have a narrow channel. When the two layers are antiparallel, electron spins in either orientation have a narrow channel in 
the layer with the opposite magnetization. Therefore, the resistance of a parallel state is smaller than the antiparallel 
state. 
This device has been used for magnetically-labelled biosensors by Graham et al.(Graham et al. 2005; Graham et al. 
2004) and Li et al.(Li et al. 2003b; Li et al. 2006). Graham et al. described a 2 µm × 6 µm sensor consisting of a MR 
material stack with two ferromagnetic layers, typically a NiFe-based composite, which are separated by a Cu spacer to 
detect bulk numbers of 400 nm dextran iron oxide particles. Recent research revealed that a graphene layer can be used 
as the separation layer for a GMR spin-valve.(Munoz-Rojas et al. 2009) Llandro and coworkers have presented a mag-
netic multiplexed assay technology which encodes the identities of target biomolecules according to the moment of 
magnetic beads to which they are attached.(Llandro et al. 2007) They have shown that pseudo spin valve ring can detect 
a single sized-matched bead in a digital manner. Simulations (using Object Oriented Micro Magnetic Framework 
(OOMMF) software) of the magnetization states of a Py (4 nm)/Cu (5 nm)/Co (7 nm) ring with 2 µm outer diameter and 
200 nm line width and an exemplar minor MR loop of the same structure are shown in Figure 2H.   An external magnetic 
bead is applied to a bead placed over the ring. Since the bead magnetization aligns with applied field, the stray field thus 
generated opposes and partialy cancels the applied field bellow the bead (schematically shown in Figure 2J).   Figure 2K 
shows minor MR loops taken with (red open circles) and without (black solid squares) bead over the ring. The shifts of 
the permally layer transition due to the dipole field generated from the bead can clearly be seen.  
Magnetic Tunnel Junctions. Tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) is similar to GMR but has a non-magnetic insulating 
layer instead of a conducting one. The insulating layer is normally 1-2 nm thick, such that the electrons can tunnel 
through. These sensors are also known as magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ). The materials of the insulating layer could 
be Al2O3,(Moodera et al. 1995) Ga2O3,(Li et al. 2000) MgO,(Khan et al. 2008) and graphene.(Cobas et al. 2012) TMR 
were first demonstrated independently by Moodera et al. and Miyazaki and Tezuka.(Cobas et al. 2012; Khan et al. 2008; 
Li et al. 2000; Miyazaki and Tezuka 1995; Moodera et al. 1995) Several groups have demonstrated the capability of 
TMR sensors to detect micro to nano-sized magnetic beads.(Brzeska et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2005) 
MTJs are the most sensitive magnetoresistance sensors with a MR ratio of 20–50%, or, as more recently reported, over 
200% when using a MgO tunnel barrier.(Parkin et al. 2004b) Instead of a Cu spacer like that found in the spin-valve 
construction, MTJs have a thin insulating layer (≤2 nm thick), which acts as a tunnel barrier. The thickness of the insulat-
ing layer can be varied to effectively “tune” the device sensitivity. Additionally, the sensing current is directed perpen-
dicular to the relatively large area MTJ layers rather than in the plane of the sensor as used in GMR structures. Wang et 
al.(Wang et al. 2005)  are pursuing this concept to produce a 106 sensor array, with the promise of each sensor detecting a 
single magnetic label attached to a single DNA fragment. In a study by Albon and co-workers,(Albon et al. 2009) arrays 
of tunnel magnetoresistance sensors have been employed to detect magnetic microbeads. For single bead detection, ellip-
tically shaped sensors of axis lengths of 400 and 100 nm are used. A linear response of the sensor signal in a magnetic 
field range between –500 and +500 Oe has been reported. An elliptical element with a length of 400 nm on the longitu-
dinal and 100 nm on the transverse axis has been used (Figure 3A). Magnetic markers 1 µm Dynabead® MyOne™ are 
used, which are superparamagnetic and consist of about 8 nm maghemite magnetic nanoparticles embedded in a porous 
polymer matrix. Detection of the magnetic labels is done by applying an in-plane dc magnetic field over the linear range 
of the sensor. The external magnetic field is chosen parallel to the y axis (as indicated in Figure 3B). Since the sensitivity 
varies between each sensor, they have introduced the relative resistance change       ∆𝑻𝑴𝑹 = 	𝑹𝒃𝒆𝒂𝒅 − 𝑹𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒐𝒓𝑹𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒐𝒓 												(𝟏) 
where Rbead and Rsensor denote the resistance of the TMR sensor with and without bead, respectively. The obtained signal 
depends on the position of the bead with respect to the sensor (Figure 3C). The noise signal has been evaluated by sub-
tracting the sensor resistances between two consecutive measurements done before coating the sensor surfaces with 
 beads. In general, for parallel orientation of the magnetization in the pinned layer and the external homogenous field, we 
find an increasing sensor resistance if the particle is placed along the long axis of the ellipse and a decreasing resistance 
value if it is located along the short axis.  
Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR) Based Devices.  The anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect leads to a 
local dependence of electrical conductivity on the mutual orientation of magnetization and current density vectors. The 
ferromagnetic sample shows high resistivity when the magnetization direction is parallel to the current, and low resistivi-
ty when they are perpendicular.(Beguivin et al. 2014; Corte-León et al. 2014; Manzin et al. 2014) Before GMR, there 
was an active pursuit of devices utilizing AMR.(Mcguire and Potter 1975) Miller et al. introduced the use of AMR tech-
nology in the form of a ring sensor.(Miller et al. 2002) In the ring approach, a single-layer, current-in-plane Ni80Fe20 ring 
sensing element is fabricated whereby the AMR material is modulated by the radial fringing field from a single magnetic 
bead. The ring sensor has outer and inner diameters of 5 µm and 3.2 µm, respectively. When the bead is centred over the 
ring, the radial fringing field rotates the magnetization from circumferential towards a radial outward direction. This 
rotation causes a magnetoresistance to decrease and a measurable voltage signal in the Wheatstone bridge. Recently, 
AMR nanostructures with different shapes such as L-shape,(Donolato et al. 2009) square ring,(Vavassori et al. 2008) and 
zigzag(Donolato et al. 2010; Ruan et al. 2010; Vieira et al. 2012; Vieira et al. 2009) have been employed for detection of 
magnetic beads. Donolato et al.(Donolato et al. 2009) have presented a device concept based on controlled micromagnet-
ic configurations in a corner-shaped permalloy nanostructure terminated with two circular disks (Figure 3D). The device 
consists of a patterned L-shaped permalloy strip, 25 nm thick and 180 nm wide, with two end disks (diameter 500 nm) 
that have their centre at 2 µm from the corner. They have performed AMR measurements on the studied device and it can 
be seen from Figure 3H the beads grouped on the corner by the domain wall (DW) can influence the position of the first 
transition (for positive magnetic field) corresponding to the removal of the domain wall from the corner where the beads 
are located. Magnetic bead detection using DW-based magnetic nanostructures (e.g. a L-shaped nanowire) and based on 
 
Figure 3. (A) Sensor setup and initial magnetization of the ferromagnetic electrodes 27. (B) The in-plane magnetic field of a bead with 
magnetic moment of 67.2 kA/m aligned parallel to the y axis. The black lines indicate the component value Hy= 0. (C) Examples of the 
detection of single superparamagnetic beads with respect to its orientation toward the sensor. Insets show the experimental situation 27. 
(D) 3D schematic of the device interacting with a magnetized particle 30. (E) AFM image of a clean device. (F) and (G) AFM images 
after the first and second dispensation of a drop of the same volume (2 µl) and concentration of beads (5 × 1010 particles ml−1). (H) Volt-
age drop across the corner as a function of the magnetic field for the clean ring (squares), with the cluster of beads of panels (c) (trian-
gles) and (d) (circles). The field is applied starting from 0 Oe and cycled back and forth up to ±280 Oe 30. Reprinted with permissions. 
 AMR properties of the nanostructure has two main steps; first step is pinning of the DW in the nanostructure (corner), 
the second step is characterization of the AMR properties of the nanostructure in the presence and absence of the mag-
netic bead grouped by the DW on the corner of the nanostructure.  
Hall Magnetometry. 
Hall sensors are versatile devices exhibiting a high magnetic moment sensitivity over a wide field range and an elevated 
signal-to-noise ratio in both low and room temperature conditions.(Heidari et al. 2014; Heidari et al. 2016) Moreover, 
they generally provide a linear response, being not affected by magnetic saturation. These sensors have been studied and 
investigated both experimentally and numerically for different applications, such as Hall magnetometry on nanostruc-
tures, detection of magnetic beads as label in medical application.  
 
Figure 4. (A) SEM image of two adjacent Hall 
crosses adapted to show the actual detection 
measurement configuration; (B) ac Hall voltage 
as a function of time for the two crosses shown 
in part (A) of the figure. The drop in the signal 
from one cross upon applying the static field B1 
is due to the presence of the bead 36. In-phase 
(Vx) and out-of-phase (Vy) components of the 
ac Hall voltage in response to BDC steps (BDC = 
100 mT) with a duration of 30 s as measured on 
(C) an empty device and (D) a device with a 
Dynal bead. Note that the Vy component always 
shows an increase of the voltage independent of 
the presence of the bead. The effect is associat-
ed with dominating inductive and parasitic fer-
romagnetic signals. The grey rectangles repre-
sent the state when BDC is on 45. Experimental 
(full squares) and calculated (open circles) Hall 
resistance at H=0 as a function of the number of 
beads. The solid lines are guides for the eyes. 
(E) and (F) are for the Hall sensors that are 9.3 
µm and 20 µm in width, respectively. The inset 
of (E) illustrates an example of lattice points in 
the sensor area for calculation, where w is the 
width of the Hall sensor and d is 2.8 µm, i.e., 
the diameter of a bead. The calculated values 
are an average, and the upper and lower error 
bars indicate the maximum and minimum val-
ues, respectively 46. Hall voltage loops of Perm-
alloy disks (diameter: 800 nm, thickness: 30 
nm, temperature: 1.4 K) containing three and 
four artificial pinning centres. The field is ap-
plied in the plane of the disks as indicated by 
arrows. (G) The three branches of the minor 
loop reflect pinning of the vortex core at differ-
ent pinning sites. The blue hysteresis branch 
corresponds to pinning at the blue pinning site, 
etc. Double arrows represent reversible sections 
of the stray field curves, while single arrows 
show the direction of irreversible jumps. The 
antidots were separated by 200 nm. (H) Four 
stable magnetic states can be found in a disk 
with four antidots separated by a distance of 
150 nm. Switching from plateau (i) to (ii) is 
accomplished by applying an external magnetic 
field between Hsw2 and Hsw3 68. Reprinted with 
permissions. 
 Hall Devices for Detection of Magnetic Beads.  
As one of the most important applications, Hall sensors have been adopted for the detection(Besse et al. 2002; Di 
Michele et al. 2011; Haun et al. 2010; Kazakova et al. 2007; Landry et al. 2004; Llandro et al. 2010; Manandhar et al. 
2009; Mihajlovic et al. 2007; Mihajlovic et al. 2005; Sandhu et al. 2007) and even counting(Lee et al. 2009) of individu-
al magnetic nanobeads used as labels for medical imaging, drug delivery and manipulation of biological species.(Gijs 
2004; Pankhurst et al. 2003) Furthermore, they can be used to map the trajectory of moving beads, as demonstrated by 
Aledealat and co-workers(Aledealat et al. 2010) for the dynamic detection of superparamagnetic beads in a microfluidic 
channel integrated with an InAs quantum well micro-Hall sensor. As one of the pioneering groups, Besse et al. have used 
a cross-shaped silicon Hall sensor fabricated in CMOS technology with active area 2.4 × 2.4 µm2 for the detection of a 
single magnetic bead (Dynabead M-280).(Besse et al. 2002) Mihajlović et al. have performed a room-temperature detec-
tion of a single commercial superparamagnetic bead suitable for biological applications, using an InAs quantum-well 
micro-Hall sensor.(Mihajlovic et al. 2005) Their studies have demonstrated the use of phase-sensitive detection on a sin-
gle Hall cross as well as in a Hall gradiometry setup. Sensor geometry and test result of ac phase sensitive detection are 
shown in Figure 4A and 4B, respectively. A clear drop in the Hall voltage is observed for the cross with the bead and it is 
completely absenting for the empty cross. The magnitude of the voltage decrease is 2.0 µV, which corresponds to a 
change in the sensed stray field of 80 µT.  
Kazakova et al. have also presented detection and susceptibility measurement experiments on a single superparamagnet-
ic bead applying an ac-dc measurement technique.(Di Michele et al. 2011; Di Michele et al. 2010; Kazakova et al. 2010) 
The detection and magnetic characterization of the bead were performed using ultra-sensitive InSb Hall devices. Single 
bead detection was demonstrated using a step-wise change of the dc magnetic field; measurements were performed using 
only the in-phase component of the total ac Hall voltage. Very clear evidence of the bead presence was simultaneously 
demonstrated with explicit separation of parasitic inductive signals (Figure 4C and 4D).  
The Hall sensors have also been employed for the counting of magnetic beads by Lee et al.(Lee et al. 2009) For this pur-
pose, Hall resistances measured at room temperature are found to be proportional to the number of the magnetic beads 
(Figure 4E and 4F), and are in good agreement with the numerically simulated results presented in this study. Proposed 
sensors are designed to measure the number of beads between zero and full-scale signals for a given number range of 
interest. 
A microfluidic chip-based micro-Hall (µHall) platform for sensitive detection of bacteria was recently reported.(Issadore 
et al. 2013) In this approach, target bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus) were magnetically labelled using molecular lig-
ands, rendering them superparamagnetic. The local magnetic fields produced by individual bacteria were then measured 
by the µHall sensors. This system enables bacteria detection within 1 hour over a wide dynamic range (101-106 counts) 
and the authors demonstrated the ability to distinguish Gram-positive from Gram-negative bacteria. By changing the 
molecular ligands, this assay could be adapted to differentiate a variety of other bacterial species.  
Hall Magnetometry on Magnetic Nanostructures.  
The magnetic behaviour of sub-micrometre ferromagnetic elements has become increasingly important because of their 
application in magnetoelectronic devices. These devices typically contain a patterned soft magnetic layer which is 
switched between two magnetization states.(Manzin and Nabaei 2014) Micro and nanostructured permalloy media are a 
possible candidate for such devices.(Gallagher et al. 1997; Gomez et al. 1999; Kirk et al. 1997) In particular, with circu-
lar nanomagnets made of permalloy or cobalt, it might be possible to realize the needed micromagnetic 
characteristics.(Cowburn et al. 1999; Guslienko et al. 2002; Prejbeanu et al. 2002; Pulwey et al. 2001; Raabe et al. 2000; 
Schneider et al. 2002; Schneider et al. 2000) Hall-magnetometry, imposing a negligible perturbation on the nanomagnet 
during the magnetization reversal process, has been introduced as a powerful tool for the detection of nanostructure stray 
field. An important advantage of this method is that it can be employed over a wide range of temperatures, i.e. from cry-
ogenic temperatures up to ambient temperature. This technique has been used by different groups to measure stray field 
hysteresis loops of different nanostructures.(Hengstmann et al. 2001; Rahm et al. 2003a; Rahm et al. 2003b; Schneider et 
al. 2003; Schuh et al. 2001) Rahm et al. have used Hall sensors fabricated from GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction material to 
measure stray field hysteresis loops of individual disks.(Rahm et al. 2003b) Hall magnetometry on individual ferromag-
netic disks has also been performed to study vortex pinning at single point defects.(Rahm et al. 2004a) As a main con-
clusion, the authors showed, by using Hall magnetometry, that point defects inside ferromagnetic disks can significantly 
 alter the corresponding hysteresis trace. By means of Hall magnetometry, it has been also put in evidence that inserting n 
antidots (holes) into a disk the magnetization reversal takes place via (n-1) jumps of the vortex core between neighbour-
ing antidots.(Rahm et al. 2004b) The results of this study are shown in Figures 4G and 4H. It can be seen from meas-
urements that each defect represents an artificial pinning site for the magnetic vortex core. Besides experimental Hall 
magnetometry on nanostructres, analytical studies  also show that the introduction of a hole into a ferromagnetic nano-
disk may deeply modify the structure and dynamics of a vortex like state.(Moura-Melo et al. 2008)  
Hall sensor response to local electric and magnetic fields. Scanning gate microscopy (SGM) is a technique that can 
be used to explore magnetic sensitivity of Hall effect sensors. In this technique, the measured quantity is the transverse 
Hall voltage of the device while the magnetic tip is scanned over the sensor surface. The magnetic tip, conventionally 
used for magnetic force microscopy, is here used as a source of stray magnetic field to be detected by Hall effect sen-
sors.(Nabaei et al. 2013) The magnetic tip can be also electrically charged and thus capacitively coupled to the sensor 
plane, due to the application of a voltage bias or contamination phenomena, producing perturbing electric fields. This 
phenomenon has been investigated through numerical modelling and experimental analysis in.(Nabaei et al. 2013) Folks 
 
Figure 5. (A) Single bead detection experiment 78. (B) Influence of bead distance from sensor 78. (C) SEM image of an iron particle array 
grown onto Permalloy (where the particles with diameters of about 13 nm are arranged on a hexagonal lattice) and setup of the magnetic 
measurements 79. (D) Comparison of calculated (top) and measured (bottom) Magnetization reversal for a particle-Permalloy heterostruc-
ture. The calculated total magnetization of the particles, Ip and its derivative dIp /dH show clearly a reversal in two steps. The measured 
Hall voltage can favourably be compared to dIp /dH. Again, a sharp and a broader step due to the particles’ influence can be recognized 
79. (E) Coordinate system used in the calculations, and simulation results 80: (F) Perpendicular component of the magnetic field from a 
magnetic bead in a direction perpendicular to the sensor plane, (G) magnetic field detected by the Hall sensor as a function of bead posi-
tion, (H) perpendicular component of magnetic field from a magnetic bead in a direction horizontal to the sensor plane, and (I) magnetic 
field detected by the Hall sensor as a function of bead position 80. Reprinted with permissions. 
 et al. have measured the room temperature response of nanoscale semiconductor Hall crosses to local applied magnetic 
fields under various local electric gate conditions using scanning gate microscopy. In this study, near-surface quantum 
wells of AlSb/InAs/AlSb, located just 5 nm from the heterostructure surface, allow very high sensitivity to localized 
electric and magnetic fields applied near the device surfaces. The Hall crosses have critical dimensions of 400 and 100 
nm. With certain small gate voltages (Vg) the devices of both sizes are strongly responsive to the local magnetic field at 
the centre of the cross. The authors have found that, at high Vg, the response to local magnetic fields is greatly distorted 
by strong electric fields applied near the cross corners.(Folks et al. 2009) Baumgartner et al. have presented scanning 
gate measurements on a Hall cross in the regime of the classical Hall effect.(Baumgartner et al. 2006) The real-space 
patterns of induced resistance changes are manifestations of the symmetry properties of such a Hall system. The detailed 
behaviour in the diffusive regime has been shown to be compatible with models based on a local conductivity tensor. 
Hall cross geometry sensor also have been used as a local electric field probe, which is capable of detecting an electric 
charge as small as the charge of one electron, operating under ambient conditions and having a spatial resolution down 
to 100 nm.(Barbolina et al. 2006) The submicron-sized probes were made from a high-density high-mobility two-
dimensional electron gas, which is sensitive to the presence of electric charges near its surface. The authors demonstrate 
the possibility of using such microprobes for life-science applications by measuring an electric response of individual 
yeast cells to abrupt changes in their environment.  
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID). One of the most sensitive low field sensors is the supercon-
ducting quantum interference device (SQUID)(Tamanaha et al. 2008) developed around 1962 with the help of Brian J. 
Josephson's work.(Lenz 1990)  Kotitz et al. first introduced the concept of SQUID to detect antibodies labelled magnetic 
nanoparticles as a way to avoid using radioisotopes or unstable enzymes or fluorescent dyes that are standard in immu-
noassays.(Kotitz et al. 1997) Externally applied magnetic field magnetizes the superparamagnetic nanoparticles such that 
they line up along the magnetic field lines. When the magnetic field is removed, the particles remain aligned for a brief 
period before randomizing again. This short, but decaying, period of self-magnetization is described as a magnetic rema-
nence. A SQUID measures the decay of remnant magnetization of superparamagnetic nanoparticles bound to targets. In 
another SQUID measurement technique, Enpuku et al. and Tsukamoto et al. developed a 25 nm-diameter (nominal) 
Fe3O4 magnetic marker with a high magnetic field and designed an optimized pickup coil to detect the magnetic flux 
signal from a moving sample.(Enpuku et al. 2005; Tsukamoto et al. 2005)  
Discussion: Among the various magnetoresistive effects (Figure 6), AMR effect, GMR, spin valve effect and magnetic 
tunnel junction MTJ are commonly being used.(Tumanski 2001) Despite the fact that the AMR sensors are treated as 
slightly old-fashioned sensors but they have interesting advantages. They are very cheap and still available. The AMR 
sensors have better sensitivity than GMR sensors. In these sensors preparation of pairs of sensors to remove the influ-
ence of the temperature is easy. In contrary, the main disadvantages of AMR sensors are relative small change of re-
sistance, not exceeding 2 % and possibility of demagnetization by high magnetic field. The GMR sensors in two thin 
ferromagnetic films, transition from initial antiparallel to parallel state is accompanying by a very large (even more than 
100%) change of resistance. The main disadvantage of classical GMR effect was pure sensitivity. Antiparallel state was 
obtained by strong coupling of two layers separated by very thin separator. The MTJ sensors with spacer made by oxi-
dized aluminum have quite large magnetoresistance about 40% for relative small magnetic field (Figure 6). But this type 
of MTJ had some problems with noises and small polarization voltage. Another type of MTJ with barrier of crystalline 
textured MgO has magnetoresistance as large as 180 – 220 %.(Parkin et al. 2004a; Yuasa et al. 2004) 
 
Figure 6. Various magnetoresistance effects. Reproduced from (Tumanski 2001, 2016). 
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 Hall effect devices with simple design and technology of manufacturing are most widely used magnetic sensors. They 
are very cheap but the sensors for magnetic field measurement with high linearity and small temperature errors are ex-
pensive. Other remarkable advantages of these sensors are the lack of ferromagnetic elements and the possibility of 
measuring of the various parameters such as current, angle, radial and axial position. The offset voltage of a Hall device 
is a quasi-static output voltage that exists in the absence of a magnetic field. It severely limits the applicability of Hall 
sensors when non-periodic or low frequency magnetic signals have to be detected. Relative low sensitivity and high con-
sumption are the other drawbacks of these devices. It is important to note that using high mobility material for Hall sen-
sors lead to high sensitivity and low offset. It should be also noted that miniaturization of the hall sensors deteriorates 
their performance and this deterioration can be compensated by the associated electronic circuit, but this implies a rising 
of the development costs. The highest sensitivity exhibits SQUID sensors with noise about 5 fT/√Hz enable to detect 
fTmagnetic field. Therefor they are suitable for magnetic field resulting from brain activity. The NDT techniques also 
profit this high sensitivity to detect and even to forecast defects.(Krause and Kreutzbruck 2002) One of the drawbacks of 
the SQUID devices is that the application of this type of magnetic sensors is restricted to low temperature condition. 
Magnetic sensors working range and a category of magnetic sensors applications are presented in Figure 7 and 
Table I.(Lenz and Edelstein 2006) As can be seen, magnetic sensors have a broad range of applications. For example, 
ultra-sensitive magnetic sensors are able to detect tiny magnetic fields produced outside the brain by neuronal currents, 
which can be used for diagnostic applications. High reliability non-contact switching with magnetic sensors leads to en-
hanced safety standards in aircraft, and magnetic sensors are also used in automobiles to detect positions in the engine 
crank shaft and wheel braking. Computers have nearly unlimited memory through the application of magnetic sensors in 
magnetic storage hard drives and tape drives.(Nazari Nejad 2015)  
 
Figure 7. Comparison between magnetic sensors working range. 
TABLE I. Category of Magnetic Sensor Applications. 
Magnetic Field 1 nT 1 μT 10 mT 
Category High Sensitivity Medium Sensitivity Low Sensitivity 
Definition 
Measuring field gradients 
or differences due to in-
duced (in Earth’s field) or 
permanent dipole moments 
Measuring perturbations in the 
magnitudes and/or direction of 
earth’s fields due to induced or 
permanent dipoles  
Measuring fields 
stronger than Earth’s 
magnetic field 
Major Applica-
tions 
Brain function mapping 
magnetic anomaly detection 
Magnetic compass 
Munitions fusing 
Mineral prospecting 
Noncontact switching 
Current measurement 
Magnetic memory 
readout 
Most Common 
Sensor 
SQUID 
Optically pumped 
Coil magnetometer 
Fluxgate 
Magnetoresistive 
Coil magnetometer 
Hall-effect sensor 
Magnetoresistive 
 
Magnetic Sensors Working Ranges 
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Year
Hall-effect Sensors
MR Sensors
GMR Sensors
TMR Sensors
10-10
10-6
10-2
102
106
Gauss
1960
SQUID
Magnetic Detection Coils
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 3. MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF MAGNETIC BIOSENSORS 
Finite element modelling and methodology 
There are a great many numerical techniques used in engineering applications for which digital computers are very use-
ful. The numerical techniques generally employ a method which discretizes the continuum of the structural system into a 
finite collection of points (or nodes)/ elements called finite elements. The most popular technique used currently is the 
finite element method (FEM). There are other methods like the finite difference method (FDM) and the boundary ele-
ment method (BEM).  
Finite Element Method 
In the finite element method (FEM) of analysis a complex region defining a continuum is discretized into simple geo-
metric shapes called finite elements. The material properties and the governing relationships are considered over these 
elements and expressed in terms of unknown values at elements corners. An assembly process duly considering the load-
ing and constraints results in a set of equations. Solution of these equations gives the approximate behaviour of the con-
tinuum. The basic steps in the FEM are: (1) Discretization of the domain; (2) Identification of variables; (3) Choice of 
approximating functions; (4) Formation of the element stiffness matrix; (5) Formulation of the overall stiffness matrix; 
(6) incorporation of boundary conditions; (7) Formulation of element load matrix; (8) Formation of the overall load ma-
trix; and (9) Solution of simultaneous conditions. The advantages of FEM are: (a) fast, reliable and accurate; (b) it can 
analyse any structure with complex loading and boundary conditions; (c) it can analyse structures with different material 
properties; (d) this method is easily amenable to computer programming; and (e) it can analyse structures having varia-
ble thickness. Main disadvantages of this method are: (a) the cost involved in the solution of the problem; (b) it is diffi-
cult to model all problems accurately and the results obtained are approximate; (c) the result depends upon the number of 
elements used in the analysis; and (d) data preparation is tedious and time consuming. 
Finite Difference Method  
In the finite difference approximation of differential equations, the derivatives in the equations are replaced by difference 
quotients of the values of the dependent variables at discrete mesh points of the domain. After the equations are replaced 
by difference quotients of the values of the dependent variables at discrete mesh points of the domain. After imposing 
the appropriate boundary conditions on the structure, the discrete equations are solved obtaining the values of the varia-
bles at mesh points. The technique has many disadvantages, including inaccuracies of the derivatives of the approximat-
ed solution, difficulties in imposing boundary conditions along curved boundaries, difficulties in accurately representing 
complex geometric domains, and the inability to utilize non-uniform and non-rectangular meshes.  
The Boundary Element Method  
The boundary element method developed more recently than FEM, transforms the governing differential equations and 
boundary conditions into integral equations, which are converted to contain surface integrals. Because only surface inte-
grals remain, surface elements are used to perform the required integrations. This is the main advantage of BEM over 
FEM, which require three-dimensional elements throughout the volumetric domain. Boundary elements for a general 
three-dimensional solid are quadrilateral or triangular surface elements covering the surface area of the component. For 
two-dimensional and axisymmetric problems, only line elements tracing the outline of the component are necessary. 
Although BEM offers some modelling advantages over FEM, the latter can analyse more types of engineering applica-
tions and is much more firmly entrenched in today’s computer-aided-design (CAD) environment. Development of engi-
neering applications of BEM is proceeding however, and more will be seen of the method in the future. 
Hall effect devices. The Hall effect sensors can be used for the detection of magnetic beads.(Colle 2008) Using the su-
perparamagnetic behaviour of magnetic beads, a simulation model for the bead detection has been developed and have 
applied ac-dc technique to perform experimental studies (Figure 5A). They have concluded that the Hall voltage ob-
tained from CMOS sensors can be improved by decreasing the passivation (Figure 5B) and for heterostructure sensors a 
different material stack might be able to decrease the detection limit. In this paper authors have pointed that a finite ele-
ment method (FEM) simulation has been applied to validate the proposed mathematical model of dipole approximation 
between the bead and Hall sensor.  
Magnetization processes in arrays of ferromagnetic iron particles with diameter about 13 nm, have been investigated by 
Christoph et al.(Christoph et al. 2001) (Figure 5C). A modified boundary-element method was developed to calculate the 
magnetization pattern of the particle-Permalloy heterostructures with a proper discretization of the system. This method 
 simplifies the evaluation of the magnetostatic energy, a difficult problem encountered in using FEM. The calculated 
magnetic behaviour of the Permalloy film, the particles, as well as the coupled heterostructure for applied fields has been 
compared to the experimental magnetization curves (Figure 5D). Magnetization reversal for an array of 5×5 particles 
interacting via magnetic Permalloy layer is calculated (Figure 5D, top panel). Only the particle magnetization Ip is 
shown. Magnetization reversal of the particles started at fields as small as 𝜇8𝐻8= -0.25 T and completed at 𝜇8𝐻= -0.6 T. 
As a consequence of the Hall gradiometry, the measured voltages resulted from differences in the magnetization of het-
erostructures compared to Permalloy without carrying an array. Strong influences due to the particle magnetization re-
versal were observed from -0.15 T (with a sharp onset) up to fields of -0.32 T at 30 K (Figure 5D, bottom). It is a re-
markable result of the numerical simulation that the net remagnetization curve of the Permalloy layer was only weakly 
influenced by the iron particles (also seen experimentally by the small total Hall voltage, Figure 5D, bottom) but the 
domain patterns differed strongly. This can be understood as being due to the local character of the particle stray fields. 
 
Kumagai et al.(Kumagai et al. 2008) have proposed a numerical and experimental analysis on the variation of the mag-
netic sensitivity of the active surface region of AlGaAs/InGaAs two-dimensional electron gas Hall effect biosensors with 
 
Figure 8. (A) The contour flux lines of a droplet under an applied +100 Oe z-field 82. (B) The contour of Bx field 82. (C) The simu-
lated profiles of various lengths of droplets, and the inset shows the critical length of droplet (above 70 µm) in which the droplet 
signals are apparent 82. (D) Scheme of the double-cross Hall sensor. The nanobead is located in correspondence of the left cross 
centre. The Hall voltage is computed as the difference between the average electric potential values at the voltage lead ends 83. (E) 
Amplitude of the ac Hall voltage due to a nanobead with variable radius R as a function of dc magnetic field. The vertical distance 
between the Hall plate and the bead centre is 200 nm. The probe width w is set at 400 nm85. (F) Amplitude of the ac Hall voltage 
due to a 75-nm-radius bead as a function of the dc field and the distance d from the bead centre to the Hall plate. The probe width w 
is equal to 600 nm85. Reprinted with permissions. 
 location and number of superparamagnetic beads. Detection procedure of superparamagnetic beads with diameters in the 
range of 200 nm to 2.8 µm using Hall sensors and lock-in measurements has been already reported in a previous 
work.(Sandhu et al. 2004) They have simulated how the magnetization both in the vertical and horizontal components of 
the beads’ magnetization influences the output of the Hall sensor. Figure 5E shows the coordinate system used in their 
numerical analysis of the Hall sensors. Figure 5F shows the perpendicular component of the magnetic field from a mag-
netic particle saturated perpendicular to the sensor plane, deduced using analytical equations.(Sandhu et al. 2004) Figure 
5G is magnetic field detected by the 5 µm Hall sensor as a function of position of 1 µm magnetic bead shows the per-
pendicular component of the magnetic field from a magnetic bead magnetized in the horizontal direction to the sensor 
plane. Figure 5I is magnetic field detected by the Hall sensor as a function of position of magnetic bead, while the bead 
is magnetized in the horizontal direction. Performed analysis showed that edges and corners of the Hall sensors were 
most sensitive and exhibited a linear response.  
Sandhu et al.(Kim et al. 2015) have fabricated an on-chip magnetometer by integrating a planar Hall magnetoresistive 
(PHR) sensor with microfluidic channels. The PHR signals were monitored during the oscillation of 35 pL droplets of 
magnetic nanoparticles. A FEM simulation using Maxwell software (Ver. 12.2, Ansoft, USA) has been carried out to 
determine the critical length of a droplet for an undistorted dipole field. The maximum length of the mesh was set to be 
1.5 µm. The permanent magnets were introduced for the generation of a magnetic field in the magnetostatic model of the 
Maxwell 3D software. The measured M–H curve for 3 µL sample was used as an input parameter in Maxwell software. 
Field distribution was generated by entering the M–H curve data in the Maxwell software. The simulated results are 
shown in Figure 8A, contour flux lines of a droplet under an applied field of +100 Oe in the z-direction. The distribution 
of simulated Bx is plotted in Figure 8B, because the sensor is sensitive to the in-plane component Bx. The profiles of Bx 
along the centre line for a range of lengths of droplets are shown in Figure 8C. An increase in the length of a droplet 
leads to an increase in the peak of dipole field strength up to a droplet length of 70 µm, after which it is invariant (Figure 
8C and the inset)). The decrease of the peak for droplet lengths smaller than 70 µm is caused by the overlapping of posi-
tive and negative fields at the edges of the droplets. These results showed that the critical length of a droplet for un-
distorted field information was 70 µm for 25 µm height and 20 µm width. Simulation gave an idea about the size and 
distance of the droplet to be detected, and helped to design and prepare an optimum and effective experimental setup in 
this study.  
Manzin et al. have introduced Hall sensors model for detection of magnetic nanobeads using FEM.(Manzin et al. 2012) 
The ac-dc measurement technique has been selected for this purpose. A two-dimensional model has been developed 
under the assumptions of diffusive transport regime. The magnetic described as a dipole and is assumed to be uniformly 
magnetized along the external applied field. 
In this work, a Hall sensor with variable probe width ranging from 400 nm to 800 nm has been modelled. Figure 8E 
shows the amplitude of the Hall signal due to the bead versus applied DC magnetic field. As it can be seen, an increase 
of the dc field leads to a detriment in the magnetic moment resolution. As the other parametric analysis, a 75-nm-radius 
bead is placed at different heights above the Hall sensor. Figure 8F shows that for high values of magnetic dc field, the 
influence of height on hall signal reduces. The model used for simulations in this work has been developed at INRIM 
(Istituto Nazionale di Recerca Metrologica, Turin, Italy) based on the FEM. This home-made model is advantageous to 
the models developed in commercial Multiphysics software, because of its high flexibilities in introducing various states 
and working conditions as well as high capability to be modified and extended for simulation of different problems and 
applications.  
The effects of design parameters on the performance of a general CMOS Hall sensors, with insight on current-related 
sensitivity, power consumption, and bandwidth have been analysed.(Crescentini et al. 2017) Authors have analysed the 
devices by means of 3D-TCAD simulations embedding galvanomagnetic transport model, which takes into account the 
Lorentz force acting on carriers due to a magnetic field. For example, dimension of contacts in Hall sensors have been 
analysed through simulation. The Hall voltage at different points of the y-axis, on a device with sensing area of 40 𝜇m ×	40	𝜇m has been measured and relevant curve has been produced. As it can be seen form Figure 9A the spike on the y 
= 19.5 𝜇m curve at about x = 20 𝜇m is due to the presence of the highly doped contact while the oscillations relate to 
numerical errors. This study has exploited modern technology-computer-aided-design (TCAD) simulations to investigate 
the effects of design parameters on sensor performance. Simulations are based on Synopsis Sentaurus®, which imple-
ments galvanomagnetic transport mode, and are verified through experimental measurements on a prototype. Other sim-
ulation results have been defined a set of trade-offs and design rules that can be used by electronic designers to conceive 
 their own Hall probes. 
 
Figure 9. (A) Simulation Hall voltage along x direction for a 40 𝜇m ×	40	𝜇m	sensor and (B) Simulation Model.(Crescentini et al. 
2017) 
In another work authors have performed simulation to optimize the conductor structural parameters of a new free space 
current sensor using Ansoft Maxwell software. The optimized parameters are implemented in a free-space current sensor 
applying a Hall-effect element.(Qiu et al. 2014) The goal of magnetic field simulation is to optimize the magnetic flux 
density that the Hall element senses under different conditions. Figure 9B shows the simulation model, the main charac-
teristics of which are as follows: a) Current excitation loads on the electric conductor. b) Adaptive meshing, the number 
of the elements is not more than 30,000. c) The nonlinear residual of the model is controlled within 0.01. The authors 
have concluded their studies as follows: a) The magnetic flux density generated by a U-shaped conductor is much higher 
than that by a straight conductor; b) A gap size of about 1.0mm can guarantee the sensor to have an electrical isolation 
voltage of 2.5kV.; c) A circular cross-section conductor is appreciated thanks to its low cost, easy availability and rela-
tively high magnetic flux density generated by it.; d) The influence of the magnetic field generated by the part near the 
end of the conductor pins is gradually reduced by increasing length. e) The sensitivity of the new designed free-space 
current sensor is relatively stable and the average sensitivity is about 15 mv/A. f) The linearity error of the new designed 
free-space current sensor can be controlled within ±0.6%. g) A basic accuracy of ±3.0% is realizable for free-space cur-
rent sensors under using the optimized parameters of the conductor. 
MR Sensors.  
Tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) device has been used for E. coli detection by manipulating superparamagnetic 
beads to a sensing area.(Li and Kosel 2013) Instead of biochemical immobilization layer, which is commonly used in 
magnetic biosensor systems, in this work the trapping has been used. Replacing the biochemical immobilization layer by 
the trapping well greatly simplifies the detection process. A finite-element simulation is performed (using COMSOL 
software) to calculate BM, the magnetic flux density generated by the current in the conducting line, and BStray, the mag-
netic flux density of magnetic beads inside the trapping well (Figure 10A). 
A B
 The susceptibility of the superparamagnetic beads used is 0.79 (Dynabeads® M-270). In the model, the conducting line 
has a width of 6 𝜇m, a length of 15 𝜇m and a thickness of 0.3 𝜇m. The red rectangle in Figure 10A represents the TMR 
sensor surface. It has a width of 3 𝜇m, a length of 15 𝜇m and zero thickness. The sensor surface is separated from the 
conducting line by a 200-nm thick layer of SiN and a 60-nm thick nonmagnetic top electrode of the TMR sensor. A di-
rect current of 30 mA is applied to the conducting line in x-direction. The current creates a magnetic field, which chang-
es the resistance of the TMR sensor. By whole device simulation of the bead in the corner of TMR (symmetry does not 
apply in this case), the average value of y component of BStray is calculated 1.233e-2 mT, corresponding to VStray = 155.9 
nV. For the bead in the centre of TMR, the average value of y component of BStray is obtained 7.638e-3 mT, and VStray is 
96.56 nV (Figure 10B and 10C). As expected, the output voltage of the TMR sensor caused by a single bead is the high-
est when the bead is located at the centre of the trapping well and is the lowest when the bead is located at its corner. The 
output voltage caused by a single bead should be between 96.56 nV (bead at a corner) and 219.1 nV (bead at the centre). 
This is in good agreement with the experimental results presented by authors in this study.  
 
Figure 10. (A) Model used for finite-element simulation of the effects of the magnetization current and superparamagnetic bead on 
the sensor. The red rectangle represents the TMR sensor’s surface. The model also includes a bead and the conducting line. The 
sensitive direction of the TMR sensor is along the y-axis 84. Y-component of the flux density of a superparamagnetic bead magnet-
ized by the current through the conductor at the sensor surface; (B) Bead at the centre of the sensor; (C) Bead at the edge of the sen-
sor 84. A magnetic biosensor comprised of an electromagnetic trap and a tunnel magneto-resistive (TMR) sensor 85; (D) an optical 
image of the TMR biosensor. (E) Schematic of the detection method. The current in the microwire creates a non-uniform magnetic 
field, forming an electromagnetic trap on the top of the TMR biosensor. (F) Simulation results for the voltage of magnetic sensor 
caused by the stray field of an individual magnetic bead 85. (G) Magnitude of magnetic flux density and schematic cross-section of 
the device. Fl is the lateral magnetic force. Fv is the vertical magnetic force 86. (H) Trapping of magnetic particles 86. Reprinted with 
permissions. 
 Following previous work, Li and Kosel(Li and Kosel 2014) have demonstrated the capability of TMR biosensor in the 
detection of E. coli (Figure 10D and 10E). The trap is formed by a current-carrying microwire that attracts the magnetic 
beads into a sensing space on top of a TMR sensor. Figure 10F shows the simulation results obtained for voltage, Vstray, 
caused by an individual magnetic bead and its dependence on the bead’s location. For one bead on the chip’s surface at 
the centre of the micro-wire (Y=0, Z=1.4 𝜇m) Vstray is obtained 87.52 nV. This represents the highest value that can be 
expected from an individual bead. When the TMR sensor is fully covered with magnetic beads, two rows of magnetic 
beads in the first layer contribute the most to the total signal. When the bacteria are attached to the surface of the beads, a 
part of the sensing space will be occupied by them, yielding a decrease in the sensor signal. As one of the advantages of 
this technique and compared with magnetic biosensors previously developed by this group, it does not require surface 
bio-functionalization and procedure can be completed within half an hour. The same authors have used a bead concen-
trator, consisting of gold microstructures, at the bottom of a microchannel to attract and move magnetic particles into a 
trap.(Li and Kosel 2012) In this work, to sense targets, two kinds of solutions have been arranged; one comprising only 
superparamagnetic particles, the other one containing beads with the protein bovine serum albumin as the target and flu-
orescent markers. Owing the size difference between bare beads and beads with target, less magnetic beads were immo-
bilized inside the volume chamber in case of magnetic beads with target as compared to bare magnetic beads. A simula-
tion using commercial finite-element software (COMSOL) is performed to calculate the magnetic field and magnetic 
force. The model as shown in Figure 10G is the same to the fabricated device (Figure 10H). The height of the gold mi-
crostructures is 300 nm. The current applied to the gold microstructure beneath the chamber is 30 mA. The other cur-
rents are increased to keep the same current density in all the gold microstructures. The height and width of the chamber 
made from SU8 is 5 𝜇m and 8 𝜇m, respectively. The magnetic bead has a diameter of 2.8 𝜇m and a magnetic susceptibil-
ity of 0.17, which are the values of a Dynabead M-270. Figure 10G also shows the distribution of the magnetic field flux 
density. The strongest field exists near the gold microstructures. The field strength rapidly diminishes when moving 
away from the gold microstructures. The advantage of proposed method is that complex biological treatment of the sen-
sor surface is not required, since a combination of magnetic forces and a mechanical trap is used to immobilize magnetic 
beads. The magnetic field generated by electrical currents can also be used to magnetize the magnetic beads. This elimi-
nates the need for an external magnetic field source, which is commonly required for magnetoresistive biosensors. An-
other aspect worth to mention is that the concentrator would allow this system to operate on droplets rather than using 
microfluidic channels, which would reduce the complexity.  
Micromagnetic simulation for detecting magnetic beads has been also performed by using a high-sensitivity spin-valve 
sensor as the detector in(Liu et al. 2006). The magnetic beads polarized by a dc magnetic field contribute to a nonuni-
form dipole field, which can affect the magnetization state of spin-valve sensor, leading to a detectable resistance change 
(Figure 11A, 11B, 11C). Magnetization configurations with six magnetic beads over the sense plane and that without the 
beads is shown in Figure 11D, in a transverse 15 Oe applied field. The dipole field created by the magnetic beads is in 
the reversed direction which partially cancels the applied field, resulting in a small change of the magnetization of the 
free layer along the clockwise direction, which can be seen from the enlarged view, shown in Figure 11F. Micromagnet-
ic simulation study showed that single or several 2 𝜇m diam microbeads can be detected with about 98 𝜇V voltage 
change per bead, indicating that the single molecule detection with a micron-sized bead marker is possible. Nevertheless, 
single nano-sized bead as small as 250 nm shows low signal of about 34 𝜇V, which is hardly to be detected by using the 
present spin-valve sensors.  
Li et al.(Li et al. 2003a) have fabricated a series of highly sensitive spin valve sensors on a micron scale that successfully 
detected the presence of a single superparamagnetic bead (Dynabeads M-280, 2.8 𝜇m in diameter) and thus showed suit-
ability for identifying biomolecules labelled by such magnetic beads. By polarizing the magnetic microbead on a spin 
valve sensor with a dc magnetic field and modulating its magnetization with an orthogonal ac magnetic field, they ob-
served a magnetoresistance (MR) signal reduction caused by the magnetic dipole field from the bead that partially can-
TABLE II. Experimental data for two spin valve sensors with a single 2.8 mm diam magnetic bead (Dynabeads M-280) and the mi-
cromagnetic simulation results. The voltages are all rms values. 
Sensor size 
(μm2) 
Active area 
(μm2) 
Ht 
(Oe rms) 
Hb 
(Oe) 
Vbias 
(V) 
R2/R1 
(kΩ/ kΩ) 
V0sig/Vnoise 
(mV/mV) 
Vsig/Vnoise 
(mV/mV) 
ΔȒsen 
(mΩ) 
ΔȒsen,sim 
(mΩ) 
3×12  3×4.1 32.0 120.0 30.0             9.13/9.53 0.03/0.09 1.2/0.1 5.2 5.6 
2.5×10 2.5×3.8 38.0 94.0 100.0        22.2/24.8 0.04/0.15 3.8/0.3 11.9 13.3 
 
 celled the applied fields to the spin valve. A two-dimensional micromagnetic simulation for the spin valve sensors has 
been performed using the OOMMF software.(Donahue et al. 1999) They have used OOMMF to simulate only the mag-
netization behaviour of the Co90 Fe10 free layer to obtain the corresponding MR responses. The saturation magnetization 
(1540 emu/cm3) and exchange stiffness (1.53 𝜇erg/cm) of Co90 Fe10 were obtained from.(Williams 2001) The uniaxial 
anisotropy field was found to be 40 Oe, close to the reference value of 32 Oe 91. The cell size was chosen to be 25 nm for 
the micron-sized sensors. The Dynabeads are considered as a magnetic dipole, and their susceptibility was experimental-
ly found to be ∼0.04. The resistance changes ∆𝑅sen,simu, from simulations is presented in Table II. It can be seen that the 
simulations are consistent with the measurements. Further experiments and showed that these sensors or their variations 
can detect 1–10 Co nanoparticles with a diameter of about 11 nm, and are suitable for DNA fragment detection.  
Li et al. have presented an external field-free magnetic bio sensing structure, which will be useful for magnetic bio sens-
ing system miniaturization.(Li et al. 2014) This structure is based on unique patterned grooves embedded in spin valve 
 
Figure 11. (A) Schematic diagram of the MR biosensor based on the molecular recognition of DNA hybridization. (B) Illustration of the 
spin-valve sensor and magnetic bead, the magnetization configuration, applied field Ha and dipole field Hb are also sketched. (C) Calcu-
lated dipole field distribution for a 2 µm diam microbead 87. (D) Simulated magnetization configuration of free layer with six magnetic 
beads (solid dark arrows) and that without beads (open gray arrows). The beads are located in a uniform array over the sense plane 87. (E) 
and (F) are the corresponding enlarged views. The dipole field direction is sketched in the plot of (F) 87. (G) The signal from one 8nm 
radius iron oxide magnetic nanoparticle, in terms of MR change, of biosensor with 100 nm groove width and different groove length 91. 
(H) The signal from one 8 nm radius iron oxide magnetic nanoparticle, in terms of MR change, of biosensor with 200 nm groove width 
and different groove length. (I) Signal dependence on the particle position inside the groove structure, in terms of MR change, of biosen-
sor with 200nm groove width (transversal direction) and 700 nm groove length (longitudinal direction). (J) The signal dependence on the 
particle number, in terms of MR change, of biosensor with 200nm groove width and 700 nm groove length. The black dotted curve is the 
simulation result and the red curve is the extended linear dependence from one particle signal 91. (K) Simulated (dotted line) and experi-
mental data (solid line) showing the sensor response when a single magnetic particle with an average susceptibility crosses the sensor 93. 
(L) and (M) show the sensor response when a particle with either a high or low susceptibility is transported across the sensor 93. Reprint-
ed with permissions. 
 biosensor and employs the stray fields from the free and pinned layers of biosensor for magnetic nanoparticle (MNP) 
magnetization. Micromagnetic simulation has been carried out using OOMMF software,(Donahue 1999) to simulate the 
magnetization behaviour of the free layer under the stray field from the pinned layer and the dipole field from the MNPs. 
In the simulation, both the free and pinned layer with a groove structure are divided into small magnetic cells with the 
same size (5 nm). Each magnetic cell has its own magnetic moment and interacts with all other cells. Before the MNP 
bonding, the effective field on the free layer is the sum of the stay field from all the magnetic cells of the pinned layer. 
The MNP is magnetized by the total field from all the magnetic cells of the free and pinned layers. The dipole field from 
the MNP is discretized and incorporated into the OOMMF input file as well as the stay field from the pinned layer on the 
free layer. The averaged magnetization orientations of the free layer are computed from the magnetization distribution of 
the magnetic cells by OOMMF. Results showed a maximum signal to noise ratio of 18.6 dB from one 8 nm radius iron 
oxide magnetic nanoparticle locating in the centre of the groove structure and the signal strength increased with the 
MNP position near the groove corner.  
In another work Wirix-Speetjens et al. have described a detection system based on a magnetic spin-valve sensor that is 
capable of giving position-time information of the magnetic behaviour of one single bead.(Wirix-Speetjens et al. 2006) 
The results obtained with this system for the detection of a single particle signature are then compared with simulations. 
For this comparison, they have developed a model where an additional particle-substrate separation distance is included. 
This distance is determined by a force balance of the perpendicular forces acting on the magnetic particle, including the 
magnetic and electrostatic force. As it can be seen from Figure 11K, these simulations agree well with the single particle 
detection experiment. A finite element analysis using Maxwell 3D from Ansoft has been applied for the simulations. 
This tool requires the value of the relative permeability of the particle’s material. This relative permeability is obtained 
by measuring the magnetic susceptibility, which is related to it, using a SQUID of quantum design. From the SQUID 
data, a value of 𝜒 =	0.257±0.015 for the susceptibility, and incorporating the particle’s demagnetization field, a value of 
1.28±0.02 for the relative permeability has been obtained.(O'handley 2000) The model illustrated the importance of the 
additional particle/substrate separation distance, which was found to be 1250 nm for their particle detection system. 
When this separation distance is not taken into account, the peak to peak signal increases from 250 to about 800 𝜇V. 
Authors have concluded that this additional separation distance is an important parameter and needs to be taken into ac-
count for modelling the sensor response of unbound particles.  
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID). 
Authors have striven to clarify the mechanism of weakness in magnetic noise by means of numerical electromagnetic 
field simulation to support a SQUID development.(Terauchi et al. 2014) A non-linear current-voltage characteristic of 
the Josephson junction is taken into account the simulation to represent the SQUID behaviour. As the results, the phe-
nomena of the step-increasing magnetic flux and the spike voltage is simulated. The simplified non-linear current-
voltage characteristic of the Josephson junction is considered in the developed simulation using the 3-D finite element 
method (FEM).(Terauchi et al. 2012) The simulation model includes the dc-SQUID ring with two Josephson junctions 
and the around air region. The bias current of 10.0 𝜇A flows into the dc-SQUID ring. The critical current of the Joseph-
son junction is 7.0 𝜇A. In the simulation, an external magnetic field is applied parallel to the z-axis and uniformly in-
creases from 0 to 5.0 𝜇T. In order to investigate the electromagnetic behavior of the dc-SQUID ring, the magnetic flux 
crossing the dc-SQUID ring and the voltage between the terminals of the dc-SQUID ring are computed. 
 
 Figure 12. Current density distribution on (A) Superconducting state and (B) Voltage state. 
Figure 12 shows the current density distribution on the superconducting and voltage states, respectively. On Figure 12A, 
the current disproportionately flows in the Josephson junctions. On the other hand, the less current flows on Figure 12B. 
When the Josephson junction is assumed as a constant resistance, these phenomena, the step-increasing magnetic flux 
and the spike voltage, cannot be reproduced. It is successful to realize the qualitative expression of the SQUID behaviour 
by taking into account the current-voltage characteristic of the Josephson junction. For further study, the more elaborate 
consideration of the Josephson junction is required for quantitative evaluation. For example, a phase difference across 
the Josephson junction is not considered yet. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
It is evident that magnetic biosensor computational models developed so far are mostly restricted to the simulation in 
commercial Multiphysics modelling software. Despite numerous attempts, there have been only few numbers of works 
on developing a comprehensive and multi-aspect model based in-house modelling approach. Such an in-house model is 
advantageous to the models developed in commercial Multiphysics software, because of its high flexibilities in introduc-
ing various states and working conditions as well as high capability to be modified and extended for simulation of a 
range of complex problems and applications.  In contrary, creating an in-house model is an exhaustive work and has 
some challenges that developer(s) might encounter. Developing a comprehensive and validated custom software are of-
ten beyond the abilities of an individual or even a team that may deliver a product full of bugs and other issues. For ex-
ample, to develop a numerical model for an engineering problem, it requires to perform problem formulation (mathemat-
ical model development), and then apply a proper and suitable discretization technique (such as Fine Element Method, 
Finite Difference Method, and Boundary Element Method), considering the type of the problem. Debugging, and time-
consuming calculations (because of high number of meshes) are the other challenges in this procedure. Developer(s) can 
overcome these challenges, using latest techniques accomplished in different engineering sciences (e.g. new technolo-
gies in computer science, such as General-purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU)). 
Future perspective of magnetic biosensors and their design techniques and methodologies will be dramatically influ-
enced by progresses in different fields of research. Current advancements in bionanotechnology, computer science, ma-
terials engineering and molecular diagnostics, coupled with increasing demands for miniaturized medical devices for 
portable, wearable and implantable applications will trigger research efforts to develop advanced technologies for fabri-
cation of miniaturized, highly sensitive, fast, reliable, cost-effective, easy-to-use magnetic biosensors. This generation 
transformation which can meet future medical devices needs is a challenging process. The role of computational model-
ling and simulation cannot be ignored and are critical to push technologies towards achieving large scale applications 
and impact. 
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